This study deals with the preserved inventory of The Church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary in Most from 1761. It contains precious information about the musical production at those times. The inventory from 1761 and other inventories are confronted with preserved archival materials from State District Archives in Most. It is possible to trace changes in the instrumentation of the aforementioned church on the basis of preserved sources. Apart from the other inventories, the one from 1761 contains a special list of sheet music from the period of the Renaissance and Early Baroque. This list is presented in a form of an edition.
Introduction
From the point of musical history, few people have been paying attention to the royal town Most, even though the deanery Church in Most has played an important role in local cultural history. Preserved archival and museum sources provide evidence of rich musical production, which was concentrated not only in the deanery church but also in other sacral buildings in Most. The study then separately focuses on the inventory from 1761, which, apart from the repertoire from the times when the inventory was made, includes a unique list of sheet music mostly from the era of the High Renaissance.
The Deanery Church
The town of Most has gone through several tough tests during its cultural evolution. At the turn of the 15 th and 16 th centuries, the city experienced an economic growth -development of several means of businesses led to Most becoming the centre of crafts and trades, and the city gaining lands far from its borders. On Sunday, 11 th of March, 1515 Most was hit by an enormous fire with fatal consequences. The original deanery church, Early Gothic three-nave basilica built in the years 1253-1257, burnt down completely. 1 That is why it was decided to build a new one. Most was responsible for the new building for it had the right of patronage over the deanery church. This also represented a considerable financial burden. Immediately after the fire, 25 th of May 1515, the cardinal and the papal legate Tomáš allowed a money collection to build the new church. The king Vladislav Jagellonský (Vladislaus II of Hungary) as well as the Polish king Zikmund I (Sigismund I. the Old) showed their support for the city when, thanks to their initiative, the pope Leo X had issued a bull that granted indulgence to everyone in Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia and Lusatia who would donate to the building of the deanery church as much as they would need for a week or provided materials and other help for the construction. Next year, 1516, Ludvík Jagellonský (Louis II of Hungary) also supported the construction by allowing burghers another money collection. 2 The cornerstone of the new deanery church of The Church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary was laid on the 15 th of August 1517. The renovation was entrusted to the architect Jakub Heilmann of Schweinfurt. A lot of masons, masters and parlers took part in the slow construction of the new church, but despite that Heilmann's plans were followed. Eventually, in 1597, the deanery church was finished and consecrated by Prague archbishop Zbyněk Berka of Dubá. 3 The inventories included in this study document a rich musical production of the deanery church. Thanks to the unique collections of preserved sheet music and musical instruments it is possible to further compare the information.
The Corporis Christi Confraternity
Archival sources and preserved collections of musical instruments and sheet music are evidence of rich musical events in the royal city. Even though most of the musical production was developing by the deanery church, the Minorites took part, too. 4 While studying the musical history in Most another question appears -the existence of literary a brotherhood. Karel Konrád talks about the existence of a latin confraternity of literary brotherhood in Dějiny posvátného zpěvu staročeského, which was established in Most after Protestantism had widely spread during the 16 th century, 5 but this is rather author´s own hypothesis. The confraternity is not mentioned under this name in other sources that have been examined already. However, the confraternity Corporis Christi demonstrably existed in Most. Its activity is documented from 1411 up to the 18 th century and it survived even the era of the Hussite Wars. 6 In 1415 the brotherhood founded a chaplain benefice by the parish church. Its holder was obliged to serve a mass three times a week and on various feasts. 7 The foundation of the confraternity was mentioned in the book Geschichte der königlichen Stadt Brüx.
8 Based on a note in the preserved inventory from 1727 it is evident that the confraternity of God's Body obtained a small organ for the deanery church. 9 We know about the musical activities from the contract with an auxiliary singer Sukowanský in 1697. In the requirements it is stated that the adjuvant had to be present for singing during regular church rituals as well as the confraternity of Corporis Christi ones. 10 The position of adjuvant or also adstant was much more complex than just auxiliary. They were musically capable individuals, who were not only singers, but also played an instrument, as it is observable from other contracts of individual 11 This contract also includes instructions which the adjuvant should abide. His duties were singing the choral during various church ceremonies, and he was supposed to be capable of participating on the production of figural music. With organ accompaniment Henners was obliged to sing during masses, processions or vespers. Apart from already mentioned duties he was entrusted with education and gathering sheet music for the choir. 12 Similar requirements are included in other preserved contracts with adjuvant such as Scabin Sukowanský, Johann Benedict Müller or Maxmilián Urban Loth.
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The Inventories of the Deanery Church
The inventories of the deanery church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary in Most are a unique evidence of local musical activities. These lists come mainly from the second half of the 18 th century and they are preserved in the National Archives in Prague.
14 Other inventories are located in the diocesan archive in Litoměřice. Apart from those, other inventories of the deanery church were found in the State District Archives in Most. Those inventories come from the years 1777, 1793, 1824 and 1846. 15 Apart from 1793, there is information about sheet music and musical instruments in all of the abovementioned inventories from Most. The inventory from 1777 is preserved in two almost identical copies which were put together by the same authors, Adalbert Karel Kölbel and Johann Wenzel Petz, on the same date of 24 th of January. The changes in the instrumentation are visible just from the inventories from 1824 and 1846. Said inventories of the deanery church, which include the list of musical instruments also mention their quantity. Thus, we can track gradual changes in the instrumentation.
Next valuable sources, which complete the notes in the inventories, are collections of musical instruments and sheet music from the Regional Museum in Most. This sheet music represents a significant source for the study of musical practice in Most at that time and comes mainly from the 18 th century. A considerable amount of musical manuscripts comes from the natives of Most -Andreas Hammerschmidt (c1611-1675), Anton Laube (1718-1784) or Florian Leopold Gassmann (1729-1774). For better clarity in the above-mentioned inventories and its musical contents a chart is provided below: 
Inventory
Sheet music Musical instruments
Tab. 1 Presence of sheet music and musical instruments in inventories in Most.
The Organs and Instrumentation of the Deanery Church
The organ is an interesting object of study. The first mention of the organs is in the inventory from 1727 and it talks about "a big organ, to this date unusable". 16 It was probably the organ for which the contract was issued on 23 rd of January 1611, constructed by David Decker, 17 a Thuringian organ builder operating in Bohemia. 18 However, the contract mentions only a renovation of the existing instrument. 19 The organ was probably originally constructed in 1585 by Gabriel Raffael Rodensteen. 20 The instrument was then rebuilt during years 1675-1678 by Michael Franz Kannhauser. 21 The inventory also mentions a small, usable organ, which was bought for the deanery church by the Corporis Christi Confraternity. In the place of the above-mentioned unusable organ a construction of a new one with 23 registers, began in 1739. 22 The contract for the construction issued the rector and the Corporis Christi Confraternity with Wenzel Starck, who then cooperated with Jan Adam Pleyer. 23 The new organ had later been repaired several times as it is evident from the preserved contracts. According to the documents it is obvious that Wenzel Starck did not only participate in the construction, but he also renovated the organ on the small choir.
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The inventory from 1727 contains, apart from the organ and one positive organ, only three violins and one viola. Overall, the inventory from 1761 lists forty instruments, including the unusable ones. Apart from the instruments themselves the inventory also mentions accessories such as mouthpieces, bows or timpani sticks. If we compare preserved inventories with each other, we can trace even the condition of listed instruments. In the following inventory from 1768 there is a significant deterioration of the musical instruments since the year 1761. For example, a violoncello firstly mentioned in the inventory from 1761 is listed as "very bad" in the following inventory. The same goes for a viola of which there is one piece firstly mentioned in 1727. In the inventory from 1761 two violas are present, one of which is listed as "unusable". Then in 1777 just one viola is mentioned, however unusable. The way cornetts are listed in 1761 raises some doubts as it is written in plural and suggests existence of multiple instruments. However, the number states only one item. In 1768, 1824, 1846 and 1878 the instrument is written in singular, therefore we can assume that just one exemplar was present in the instrumentation, even though in 1777 the same inaccuracy occurs again. Newly two clarinets are mentioned in 1768. In the case of trumpets, there is a significant loss -in 1761 the inventory states four new, four old and four unusable trumpets. The next inventory from 1768 states just six trumpets and in 1777 just four trumpets are left and another six are listed as old and unusable. Identification of specific instruments across preserved inventories is difficult, due to the fact that not all instruments or their condition are mentioned in every inventory. In cases where the number of certain instrument is present and remains the same across the inventories, the identification is much easier, and the instruments are probably the same in all cases. The inventory from 1777 also includes a fairly detailed list of 39 musical instruments. There is also a separate a list of accessories such as bows, drumsticks etc. Another part provides a list of old and unusable instruments, 16 of them in total and half of a bassoon. 
The inventory from 1761
The inventory from 1761, which is the subject of this study, includes relatively extensive information about the church's possessions. It was written on the date of 12 th of February by the new dean Joseph Böhm. Great attention was paid to metal objects (tin, copper, brass etc.). Paintings and statues located either in a sacristy or in a chapel are also listed in detail. There is a summary of financial means of the church at the very end of the inventory. The inventory also includes an important list of musical instruments and sheet music. This is preceded with a listing of liturgical books. First, just a short, listing of sheet music with the heading "Bey dem grossen Chor befinden sich musicalia. als" registres 12 items in total. 25 It includes four vespers, two litanies, hymn and four passion chants for the Holy Week. The list of sheet music includes precious information not only about its liturgical purpose, but also about the authorship of the compositions. Composers, who are listed in the inventory from 1761, are Jacobbi, Thalman, Philippi and Reickweih. Most likely they are composers Václav Jan Antonín Jacob (1685-1734) and Franz Daniel von Thallmann (1668-1740). Next author is probably Jan Jiří Philippi (c1670-1722). 28 The name Reickweih is written erroneously, correctly it is a composer Johann Georg Reichwein (1640-1691). Thanks to the detailed entry it is possible to identify the compositions in RISM. Another information about the sheet music is also provided by other preserved inventories. Some of the sheet music is listed even with its author. In the inventory from 1777 they are listed in a section called "An verschiedenen Musicalien". Mentioned pieces of sheet music were kept on the big choir and thus they are identical to those from the inventory from 1761, which had also been kept in the same place. Apart from the identical compositions in the inventory from 1777 there are also new names, while the above-mentioned composers are not present any more. As composers of said sheet music we can find here names such as Kayßer, Diez or Pögl. Under the last name Kayser a composer of church music Isfrid Kayser (1712-1771) is hiding. In the Regional Museum in Most there are two works of Kayser preserved -Vesperae cum consuetis Antiphonis de Beatissima Virgine ac Gloriosissima Dei Genetrice Maria, op. VII and Missae à 4. Vocibus ordinariis, op II. The note in the inventory "Opus sacrum in druck" probably corresponds to the mentioned vespers. Other listed authors are most probably Peregrin Pögl (1711-1788) and Johann Sebastian Diez (1711-1793). Pögl's vespers as well as Opus sacrum by Johann Sebastian Diez are not preserved within the collections in Most.
After another list of books which were located under the small choir, in the inventory from 1761 also a list of musical instruments follows. For some of the instruments there is a note about their condition or their donator -e.g. the boxwood flutes were donated by local parish priest or one old timpani used to belong to local adjuvant whose role in the musical production is mentioned above. The list of musical instruments is followed by a list of sheet music with the heading "Eingebundene Musicalien in den Schrancken unter den Chor". It is a unique source, as there is not a similar list of compositions and their 28 STANĚK, Jan. Inventář hudebnin piaristické koleje ve Slaném [online] . Brno, 2015 Brno, [online 2018 . Available from: https://is.muni.cz/th/y9fvj/. Bachelor thesis, Institute of Musicology, Faculty of Arts, Masaryk university.
authors included in any other preserved inventory from Most. From the point of the repertoire the mentioned compositions come from the period of the High Renaissance and Early Baroque. The list includes works of composers such as Jacob Regnart, Orlando di Lasso, Jacobus Handl Gallus, Lodovico Viadana. However, some of the authors' names are garbled or completely changed e.g. Viadana whom Böhm writes as Diadana, Sebastian Ertel mentioned as Joanes, or Wilhelm Nordwig written as Nortwinck.
The inventory also presents some author's names which we cannot identify precisely. One of the first names we cannot accurately identify is the name Wussin. An author with this name is not present in any source, but the surname belongs to Daniel Wussin, who comes, as the eldest, from a family of engravers, publishers and booksellers of the 17 th and 18 th century. 29 Hence a question arises, if there is a possibility that in the list there is a publisher mentioned instead of an author. Although according to available sources Daniel Wussin as a publisher concentrated more on professional law literature and used graphic. Wussin's firstborn son Jan František Wussin was a line engraver as well as his younger brother Kašpar Zachariáš Wussin. However, Daniel's younger son Kašpar continued as a publisher, too.
30 So it seems unlikely that the names in the inventory would be the names of the typographer. Another, more complicated, is the name Joann Montani. Johann vom Berg (Joannes Montanus in Latin) was a typographer, a composer and a publisher from Nuremberg. In his and Ulrich Neuber's typography workshop in Nuremberg, they published Thesaurus musicus 1564. 31 The entry in the inventory mentions only 2 pieces. This does not correspond to the whole published version, although it is possible that this work is not preserved complete. Another unidentifiable author is Theodorus Ring. Final note below the list points towards other, orderless and probably damaged, sheet music.
A diplomatic transcription of above-described list of sheet music from the inventory from 1761 follows. In case the author was identified his date of birth and death are provided. If found, data such as the year or place of publishing or publisher are listed after the title of a composition. For better clarity, a link to RISM is also present. For identification other musical lexicons were used. 32 All errors in the text are marked with an exclamation mark. 
Antiphonale majus gottice scriptum 1 Theil.
Nebst diessen gebundenen befinden sich Viel anders ungebundenes Musicalia so mehresten theils geschrieben, verwirret und untereinander gestreuet seyn.
Of the 31 entries in the inventory it was possible to identify 13 authors and 11 compositions. Those compositions refine the repertoire of the deanery church. With the mentioned sheet music a question of their performance arises. The compositions come mostly from the era of High Renaissance or Early Baroque. At the time of writing the inventory the repertoire was more than 150 years old. That could mean that the compositions perhaps did not belong to regular production, however, they were precious enough for the church to thoroughly preserve them.
Conclusion
Deeper analysis of the inventories from Most is relatively thorough probe to musical practice of those times. The Corporis Christi Confraternity participated in the development of musical production and events as well as during regular church ceremonies. Regarding the instrumentations of the deanery church it is evident that the church also provided quality conditions for interpretative practice. The study then focused mostly on the inventory from 1761 which includes a detailed list of sheet music. The list provides information about the liturgical purpose and authorship of mentioned compositions. Most still represents a location whose musical history will be further studied.
